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BRICS banking and the debate over sub-imperialism 
  

ABSTRACT: Funded at $100 billion each, the BRICS Contingent Reserve Arrangement (CRA) 
and New Development Bank (NDB) represent ‘sub-imperial’  finance, insofar as by all 

indications they fit into – instead of providing alternatives to – the prevailing world systems 
of sovereign debt and project credits. If in Africa, for example, the biggest project now 

underway – Inga Hydropower on the Congo River – is anticipated to cost $100 billion alone 
and the Programme for Infrastructure Development in Africa requires $93 billion in funding 

for new projects annually, vast sums could be lent. As for repayment, however, all such 
opportunities look much less attractive once lenders factor in the 2011-15 crash of 

commodity prices mainly due to slowing Chinese demand. This is just one reason for the 
negation of the prior years of ‘Africa Rising’ rhetoric. Balance of payments constraints for 
BRICS members will not be relieved by the CRA, which requires an International Monetary 
Fund intervention after just 30 percent of the quota is borrowed. In this context, the NDB 

would appear much closer to the Bretton Woods Institution model promoting frenetic 
extractivist calculations based on US dollar financing (hence more pressure to export), than 
to the opposite Bank of the South model whose core mandate by founder Hugo Chavez was 

to finance basic needs goods in a rational manner, using local currencies. The inability of 
African civil society to so far grasp the dangers is of concern, yet prolific protests against 

extractivism amidst a larger ‘Africa upRising’ do offer grounds for optimism that both 
imperialist and sub-imperialist development finance will not prove viable in coming years. 
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 are BRICS against colonialism, 
imperialism and neoliberalism? 



 or within? 



 imperialism through 

capitalist/non-capitalist relations 

Rosa Luxemburg 
  ‘     Accumulation of capital periodically 

bursts out in crises and spurs capital on to a 
continual extension of the market. Capital cannot 
accumulate without the aid of non-capitalist 
relations, nor … can it tolerate their continued 
existence side by side with itself.  

  Only the continuous and progressive 
disintegration of non-capitalist relations makes 
accumulation of capital possible.’, 

 The Accumulation of Capital, 1913 



 
Ruy Mauro Marini (Brazil 1965): 
‘It is not a question of passively 

accepting North American power 
(although the actual correlation of 

forces often leads to that result), but 
rather of collaborating actively with 

imperialist expansion, assuming in this 
expansion the position of a key nation.’ 

what is sub-imperialism? 





Source: Michael Roberts 



uneven development and ‘spatial fix’ 
roots of crisis:  

long-term stagnation of  
EU, US and Japan after  

Post-War ‘Golden Years’ 
 



uneven development and spatial fix 



The opening up of global markets 
in both commodities and capital 
created openings for other states 
to insert themselves into the 
global economy, first as absorbers 
but then as producers of surplus 
capitals. They then became 
competitors on the world stage.  
 What might be called  

‘sub-imperialisms’ arose… each 
developing centre of capital 
accumulation sought out 
systematic spatio-temporal fixes 
for its own surplus capital by 
defining territorial spheres of 
influence…  



Samir Amin on 
BRICS within  
and against 
imperialism 

The ongoing offensive of United 
States/Europe/Japan collective 
imperialism against all the peoples 
of the South walks on two legs: the 
economic leg—globalized 
neoliberalism forced as the 
exclusive possible economic policy; 
and the political leg—continuous 
interventions including pre-emptive 
wars against those who reject 
imperialist interventions. In 
response, some countries of the 
South, such as the BRICS, at best 
walk on only one leg: they reject 
the geopolitics of imperialism but 
accept economic neoliberalism. 



A coherent geopolitical alliance – or too diverse? 
Paris Yeros and Sam Moyo on BRICS sub-imperialisms: 
• Some are driven by private blocs of capital with strong 

state support (Brazil, India);  
• others, like China, include the direct participation of 

state-owned enterprises;  
• while in the case of South Africa, it is increasingly 

difficult to speak of an autonomous domestic 
bourgeoisie, given the extreme degree of de-
nationalisation of its economy, post-apartheid.  

• The degree of participation in the Western military 
project is also different from one case to the next 
although, one might say, there is a “schizophrenia” to 
all this, typical of “sub-imperialism”. 



sub-imperialism seen from SA 
• open advocacy and practice of neoliberalism in local economic 

policy terms (‘There Is No Alternative’), albeit sometimes with a 
tokenistic welfarist component to diminish the socio-political 
insecurity that results from state-services shrinkage; 

• dominance as a regional platform for accumulation drawn from 
hinterland neighbours; 

• legitimation of the Washington Consensus ideology and its 
multilateral institutions (e.g., 2012 recapitalization of the IMF, PIDA 
PPPs and Nepad’s structural adjustment apologetics),  

• playing the ‘deputy sheriff’ function in regional geopolitical terms 
(e.g. Lesotho, DRC, Zimbabwe); and  

• engaging in confusing (and often confused) ‘talk left, walk right’ 
moves in foreign policy so that critique of the West accompanies 
practical conciliation with the overall reproduction of world power.  



extreme BRICS inequality (2011) 

the worst Gini coefficients amongst large societies 

the new transnational 
capitalist class doesn’t 

spread the wealth 





BRICS have a lower 
public domestic debt 
than peer economies, 
could spend more, or 
‘Quantitative Ease’ 

could social spending increase? 
to reduce poverty? 







  
South African International Marketing Council:  

‘evidence of SA’s ability to punch above its 
weight includes the success of the BRICS 
summit in March in Durban… the time 
had come for the newest member of the 
group to get on with proving it deserved a  

seat at the table’ 

where can 
this meat be 

cooked? 
UNFCCC! 



Copenhagen Accord, COP 15, December 2009 

• Jacob Zuma (SA) 
• Lula da Silva (Brazil) 
• Barack Obama (USA) 
• Wen Jiabao (China) 

• Manmohan Singh (India) 



Africa burning  
 



Durban COP17: ‘Africa’s Climate Summit’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

confirmed 21st-c. climate-related 
deaths of 180 million Africans (Christian Aid) 





are UN negotiations to reduce greenhouse gas emissions working? 



 New Development Bank ($100 bn) 

 Contingent Reserve Arrangement ($100 bn) 

  
New York Times: 
‘BRICS can agitate for 
a seat at the table’ of 
the global economy, 
through ‘signing new 
financial cooperation 
agreements… *and+ 
signaling discontent at 
their lack of influence 
over decision-making 
within the world’s 
existing financial 
institutions, and 
exploring steps to do 
something about it’ 
(April 2012) 





financiers have been 
wilding, delinked from 

the world’s real economy 
 

40 

fin.assets 
 

 
GDP 

market value of financial assets 
and aggregate global GDP at 

current prices (billion US dollars) 
Source : Leda Paulani, USP with 

McKinsey Global Report data 





uneven financial flows burst boundaries 
emerging markets began closing capital accounts 

renewed 
exchange controls 



is China an alternative to 
Washington for African 

infrastructure finance?... 
or is it Washington’s ally? 

does liberalising China 
need alternatives to 

invest its current 
account surplus?... or 

instead will it continue 
US T-Bill purchases? 



2) “net income account deficit”  
dividend/profit/interest outflows 

1) trade deficit 

current account deficit 

Source: SA Reserve Bank Quarterly Bulletin 1/2009 

SA loses its 
surpluses 

update: no improvement 

early 2000s corporate flight: AAC, DeBeers, 
Old Mutual, SAB, Investec, Mondi, etc  



SA corporate profits: world’s 3rd highest 

Source: IMF Article IV on SA, July 2013 



artificially high? 



$32 billion 

$150 billion 

South Africa’s soaring foreign debt 



how big a bailout might 
SA need in a debt crisis? 

 (in 1985, $13 billion) 
PW Botha  
‘Rubicon’  

Speech 

Source: SA Reserve Bank Quarterly Bulletin 1/2014 

SA’s CRA quota is now $10 billion 
i.e., after $3 bn, we’d need to go to IMF 



• South 
African-

based TNCs 
returned 
45% of 

dividends 
back home 
in relation 

to TNC 
outflows 
from SA, 
2012-14 

Source: SARB Quarterly Bulletin 2/2015 



sites where  
SA capital can 

earn more 
dividends from 

outside SA,  
to balance 
dividend 

outflows to 
other sites 
outside SA 





  Manmohan Singh       Xi Jinping             Jacob Zuma    Dilma Rousseff       Vladimir Putin 



land-grabbed Africa by voracious 
India, China, South Africa (and Brazil) 

Source: Tomaso Ferrando 



useful  Africa  
Source: Le Monde Diplomatique, Feb 2011 

• Pretoria’s Marius Fransman:   
“Our presence in BRICS would 
necessitate us to push for Africa’s 
integration into world trade.”  

• DBSA's Michelle Ruiters:           
“Our main focus is... financing 
large infrastructure cross-border 
projects, specifically because we 
find that most of the blockages 
that exist around infrastructure 
delivery are those on the cross-
border list.”  



1. South Africa         599 

2. Botswana        92 

3. Zambia            75 

4. Ghana                      43 

5. Namibia           32 

6. Angola             32 

7. Mali                  29 

8. Guinea           21 

9. Mauritania  20 

 Tanzania  20 

 Zimbabwe  20 

Africa’s 
mining 

production 
2008 

Africa’s oil and 
gas production 
and transport 
infrastructure 

2011 

Country 
Reserves 

(mn barrels) 

Nigeria 37 200 

Angola 10 470 

Ghana 5 000 

Gabon 3 700 

Congo 

(Republic) 
1 940 

Equatorial 

Guinea 
1 705 

Chad 1 500 

Uganda 1 000 



Programme 
for 

Infrastructure 
Development 

in Africa 
(PIDA): $93 
billion/year 

 

(Nepad was 
$64 bn/year 
and failed) 

 

PIDA pipelines, dams, cables: 
mines and smelting priorities 



Programme 
for 

Infrastructure 
Development 

in Africa 
(PIDA): $93 
billion/year 

 

(Nepad was 
$64 bn/year 
and failed) 

 

PIDA transport: from mines  
and plantations to ports 



• maintenance of a liberal 
regime that permits the free 
flow of labor and capital to and 
from the southern Africa 
region, and 

• maintenance of a superior 
security capability able to 
project into south-central 
Africa.  

  http://search.wikileaks.org/gifiles/?viewemailid=951571  

Stratfor (known as private-sector CIA) 

South Africa's history is driven by the 
interplay of competition and 
cohabitation between domestic and 
foreign interests exploiting the 
country’s mineral resources. Despite 
being led by a democratically-elected 

government, the core 
imperatives of SA remain 











SA troops in the Central African Republic, 23 March 2013 



15 troops returning from CAR in coffins, 24 March 2013 
(after killing many hundreds of rebels – including children – over-running Bangui) 



M&G (denied by African National Congress): 
Didier Pereira, a special adviser to ousted Central 
African Republic President Francois Bozize, 
partnered with ‘ANC hard man’ Joshua Nxumalo 
and the ANC’s funding arm, Chancellor House, to 
secure a diamond export monopoly in the CAR. . 
 In 2006 Pereira signed a memorandum of 
understanding with the Central African Republic 
mining ministry. It was intended to create a 
public-private partnership, Inala Centrafrique. A 
South African company, Serengeti Group, which 
was majority-owned by Mr Nxumalo, had a 65% 
stake in it. Inala’s attempts to control diamond 
mining in the Central African Republic failed by 
March 2008… Pereira is currently partnered to the 
ANC security supremo and fundraiser, Paul Langa, 
and former spy chief Billy Masetlha.  





 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Zimbabwean beneficiaries: Gideon Gono, Grace 
Mugabe, Joyce Mujuru, Mines and Mining Development 

Minister Amos Midzi, General Constantine Chiwenga 
and wife Jocelyn, Central Intelligence Organisation 

Director Happyton Bonyongwe, Manicaland Governor 
Chris Mushowe, and several white Zimbabweans, 

including Ken Sharpe, Greg Scott, and Hendrik O’Neill  
(source: US State Department cable, ‘Regime elites looting deadly diamond field’ 

https://www.wikileaks.org/plusd/cables/08HARARE1016_a.html) 





in Marange, mining continues at low level - but there’s no 
trickle down to the masses… at the main eastern entrance to 
Chiadzwa near Hot Springs, absolutely nothing has changed 
except a new bank for the mining houses and employees  











BLOOMBERG: Will the new 
development bank act as a 
bridge, kind of get involved 
potentially in funding, building 
the infrastructure in South Africa, 
perhaps even getting involved in 
the nuclear energy plans? What's 
the possibility of that?  
MBOWENI: Well I suspect that 
when the time comes… the 
executive will consider this. I think 
it falls squarely within the 
mandate of the bank to provide 
such capital for these large 
projects. 

nuclear finance? time 
for the BRICS NDB 



Ambivalence about 
the BRICS NDB when 
it was announced in 
March 2013: “This 
discussion about the 
BRICS bank being 
located here in 
South Africa is very 
interesting. We love 
things to be located 
here, but these 
things are very 
costly. I would 
rather take that 
money and build the 
Coega Petro SA oil 
refinery here in Port 
Elizabeth.”  



SA Reserve Bank Governor (1999-2009) pushed monetarist policies  



MBOWENI: The key thing 
though is that this 
development bank has to 
partner in some instances with 
domestic development finance 
institutions. For example, in 
South Africa where the DBSA, 
the DBSA is a perfect example 
of a potential partner for the 
development bank, because 
the DBSA is basically it's an 
infrastructure bank. And it's 
partner with the new 
development bank in South 
Africa, but also in other parts 
of Africa.  

BRICS NDB & DBSA 



DBSA as an anti-model 
• losing vast sums of money (several hundred million dollars worth in recent 

years, according to recent reports - about 7% of the existing loan book); 
• pushing privatisation, especially in the region, even in areas such as 

electricity and road-tolling that are extremely controversial at home; 
• facilitating pro-corporate extractivist policies in the region; 
• doing ‘shoddy’ work (according to the present chief executive, who denied 

future work will be ‘corrupt’); 
• de-emphasising environmental and social sustainability; 
• on the personnel front, firing all the environmental and social experts (and 

even tossing out their intellectual journal, Development Southern Africa), 
and instead a discredited spy as its top international official; and 

• being so arrogant that #2 official in the Southern African Development 
Community attacked DBSA and suggested need for its own SADC Bank; 

• top international DBSA banker (and former lead SA spy) Mo Shaik 
confessions about a raft of DBSA projects across Africa which have failed 

 

 
 



SA corporates’ extraction, retail-
based deindustrialisation, 

NEPAD/APRM, land-grabbing, neo-
colonial infrastructure, Bilateral 

Investment Treaties 



BRICS and international finance 
what role for recapitalised IMF? 

Moneyweb radio: “Many African countries  
went through hell in the 70s and 80s because of 
conditionality according to these loans. Are you going 
to try and insist that there is similar conditionality 
now that the boot is on the other foot, as it were?” 

Gordhan: “Absolutely, the IMF must be as proactive in 
developed countries as it is in developing countries. 

The days of this unequal treatment and the nasty 
treatment, if you like, for developing countries and 
politeness for developed countries must pass.” 

Pravin Gordhan 





BRICS are the main reason Africa’s vote cannot 
increase at Bretton Woods Institutions 

and India, Brazil and SA 
cannot join UN Security 

Council because Russia and 
China won’t support them 



Winners from 2010 IMF voting 
restructuring (still held up by US 
Congress) include BRIC: 
• China +37% 
• Brazil +23% 
• India +11% 
• Russia +8% 

 



Biggest losers are from  
the Third World: 
• Nigeria -41% 
• Venezuela -41% 
• Libya -39% 
• Sri Lanka -34% 
• Uruguay -32% 
• Argentina -31% 
• Jamaica -31% 
• Morocco -27% 
• Gabon -26% 
• Algeria -26% 
• Bolivia -26% 
• Namibia -26% 
• South Africa -21% (!) 

 



•$750 bn permission to expand SDR and other recapitalisation in 2009, led by 
Trevor Manuel 
•$75 bn increase in IMF capital support by BRICS in 2011, with only recorded 
‘conditionality’ by BRICS being the comment by Pravin Gordhan that the IMF 
should be more ‘nasty’ to Europe 
•IMF voting reform would mainly hurt Africa and other small countries, while 
giving BRICS 20% more voting weight 
•BRICS countries approved Christine Lagarde as IMF director in 2011, ignoring 
the Mexican central banker proposed as her alternative 
•the kinds of representatives that go from BRICS capitals to IFIs are like Lesley 
Maasdorp and Tito Mboweni – whose prior loyalty has been to either 
Goldman Sachs or neoliberal policies like privatisation and monetarism, 
respectively 
•the Contingent Reserve Arrangement empowers the IMF and encourages it 
to give a structural adjustment loan to BRICS members of just 30% of CRA 
borrowing quota is exhausted 

BRICS as sub-imperial allies of the  
Bretton Woods Institutions 



• the sort of default on unpayable, unjustifiable debt that 
Argentina managed to accomplish in 2002;  

• exchange controls that countries like Malaysia (in 1998) and 
Venezuela (in 2003) imposed on their elites (as did Greece in 
mid-2015);  

• new regional currency arrangements such as Ecuador’s proposed 
sucre; 

• solidarity financing for South governments resisting imperialism, 
as was cruelly suggested (by Russia’s deputy finance minister) 
might be available to Greece in July 2015 but then never 
transpired; and  

• socially- and ecologically-conscious financing strategies tied to 
compatible trade (like ALBA) such as were once proposed and 
seed-funded by Chavez in the stillborn Bank of the South. 

what if BRICS were an anti-imperial alternative  
to the Bretton Woods Institutions? 



what implications of changing world economy? 



commodity prices peaked in 
2011, and are now crashing 



World export values, % change year-to-year, 2004-present 



commodity prices peak 



FDI is crashing: welcome to “Gated Globe” 
as pressure rises for deglobalisation strategies 



leaving African countries 
exposed to new crises 

rising foreign debt, 
reaching danger level 

rising current account deficits as trade 
becomes negative and profits are exported 

Source: International Monetary Fund 2015 



“Africa Rising” (# of citations) 



“Africa Rising” GDP percentage increases, 1981-2012 



 MISSING FROM GDP: 
• non-renewable resource depletion 
• air, water, and noise pollution 
• loss of farmland and wetlands 
• unpaid women’s/community work 
• family breakdown 
• other social values 
• crime 

Genuine 
Progress 
Indicator  

 

A “genuine progress indicator” corrects the bias in GDP Source: redefiningprogress.org  







World Bank 
(minimalist) 
adjustments 
to ‘genuine 

savings’ 
fixed capital (-), 

education (+), natural 
resource depletion (-), 

and pollution (-) 

 

      

 



World Bank 
(minimalist) 
adjustments 
to ‘genuine 

savings’ 
fixed capital (-), 

education (+), natural 
resource depletion (-), 

and pollution (-) 

 

      

 



World Bank 
adjustments to 

‘genuine savings’ 



South Africa’s natural capital accounts 
a first cut in the World Bank’s Changing Wealth of Nations (2011) 
 
substantial ‘subsoil assets’ within ‘natural capital’($/capita) 

depletion of subsoil (mineral) assets = 9% of income 

net decline in SA’s per person wealth: $245   





“Africa Rising”  
(really?) 



“Africa Middle Class Rising” 
(hmmm, a $2/day ‘middle class’?) 



what’s rising? multinational corporate profits 
as a percentage of firm equity 

  

 

Source: UN Conference on Trade and Development (2007), World Investment Report 2007, Geneva.  

extractive industries 



African protests rising 


